This study aims to illustrate how the Arabic romantic song, " Shadi and I," sung 
Introduction

1.
This study attempts to explore the affinity and resemblance of the romanticism of Wordsworth's narrative poem "Lucy Gray" and the romanticism of Fairuz's narrative song "Shadi and I" to one another and to evaluate what is common to both of them.
Wordsworth's lyrical poem "Lucy Gray," or as is sometimes titled "Solitude," was written in 1799 and published in the second edition of Lyrical Ballads (1800), a collection of poems by Wordsworth and Samuel Coleridge, which represents a break with poetic tradition. In his polemical and influential preface added to that edition, William Wordsworth argues that his purpose in writing those poems is to select stories and conditions "of common life" (William Wordsworth, 1800, p. 235), then to describe such stories in a language that is simple and ordinary, yet "at the same time, to throw over them a certain colouring of imagination" (William Wordsworth, 1800, p. 236). The term 'imagination' is crucial for understanding the allegorical meaning of Wordsworth's poems, and the poet himself was very preoccupied with imagination. Jonathan Wordsworth argues that Wordsworth had the impulse to "turn imagination into something mysterious, beyond human experience" (Jonathan Wordsworth, 1999, p. 487) .
"Lucy Gray" is a narrative poem that tells the mystic story of a rural child who disappears into the revered nature. Wordsworth wrote in the footnote of the original poem that he was inspired by a popular story of a child lost in a snowstorm: "It was founded on a circumstance told me (sic) by my Sister, of a little girl who, not far from Halifax in Yorkshire, was bewildered in a snow-storm" (William Wordsworth, pp. 293-294). Much of Wordsworth's poetry is undoubtedly based on his childhood experiences and feelings. Farol states that Wordsworth presents characteristic incidents in his boyhood, such as bathing, skating, card-playing, trapping, and. placid events of an ordinary childhood. In addition, he gives examples of experiences of other kinds, fears and pains, as the incident of the stolen boat, illustrating the strange diversity of experience which makes up the boy's life and yet develops into the harmonious calm which is the man's. (Farol, 1933, p. 64) In "Lucy Gray," Wordsworth attempts to recreate his own feelings following that true incident. However, what had started as a real story turned into a romantic allegorical narrative poem.
Similarly, in the highly emotional and narrative song "Shadi and I," Fairuz yearningly tells a story of a dream or a vision that appeared vividly and plausibly to their minds under the influence of the stunning nature in a way reminiscent of how the Hudson River and the Kaatskill mountains charmed Rip Van Winkle to sleep for twenty years. Rip was intoxicated by the charms of the mountains "seen to the west of the river, swelling up to a noble height," to use Washington Irving's words in his story "Rip Van Winkle." Distinctly enough, "every change of season, every change of weather, indeed, every hour of the day, produces some change in the magical hues"(From Washington Irving's "Rip Van Winkle") which lulled Rip Van Winkle to sleep fast for twenty years, forgetting all nuisances. "Shadi and I" speaks of a similar mystic experience of utmost self-abandonment in nature. The story, recalled in the song, is of a spontaneous and rural child, named Shadi. The name is part of the symbolism created by the poem. 'Shadi' is an Arabic masculine name largely used to mean the one who chants or sings lyric poetry (Ibn Manzuur, 2011, Vol. 7: 41). His story takes place in the vicinity of snow-covered Mount Lebanon and seems to be recalled by the snowy scene setting. The narrator and Shadi were dear childhood playmates. In the song, Fairuz is not only singing Shadi's story, but it is as though she is also expressing her highly personal and deep emotions at his shadowy appearance and disappearance through shifts in her vocal timbre and pitch. At the end of the song, Shadi loses himself entirely to nature, an emphasis on one of the main tenets of the Romantic poetry.
So the poet-narrator, a crucial element of the narrative poem, is common here. As Gregory Dowling points out, in his comment on the form of the narrative poetry, "the poet-narrator has a primary function within the story recounted" (Dowling, 2012, p. 50) . In simple words, the poet, disguised in "Lucy Gray" as the narrator, recalls the story of a child. And, in "Shadi and I," the "I" stands for the narrator to intrigue the reader by the same type of fascinating mystery. In both stories, the narrator is unknown and unnamed, yet positioned there in the locale of the events. But unlike the narrator of Wordsworth's poem, who is an older man and whose relation to Lucy is not clear, the narrator of "Shadi and I" is a girl who is about Shadi's age and who gets older and recalls the past events of the poem. Thus, whereas Wordsworth's narrator presents the narrative from an observer's perspective, Fairuz's narrator is personally involved in the events of the story. The narrator used to sing, play and enjoy her time with Shadi in the bygone days of childhood: But what is also important is the language used by the narrators of the two poems or rather the poets. Wordsworth is known with his quest for a spontaneous and 'unspoilt' language. He, in fact, insists using a language that is "utterly ordinary and simple and gleaned from the day-to-day lives of the common people" (Choudhury, 2011, p. 13). Wordsworth was more preoccupied with sentiments and he attempted to convey his feelings intimately in a language that is simple rather than rhetorical. Likewise, the language of Fairuz's song is recognized by simplicity and spontaneity. Fairuz's song relies on simple colloquial Lebanese Arabic which sounds like a children plain language. The following analysis of the two poems is intended to reveal more the common romantic aesthetics that make them analogous. William Wordsworth's "Lucy Gray" 2.
In his poems, Wordsworth venerates nature to the point that he, as Burgess writes, was a worshipper of nature. Kuo says that "Wordsworth always worships nature as a religion and praises every beauteous form in it" (Kuo, 2005, p. 193 (Garrod, 1963, p 
. 105). To this effect, Kusi writes
Wordsworth's mystical experience was inspired by the contemplation of Nature which was at the heart of his sensibility. He emphasises on the imagination as agent to capture the physical world in its purest form. His concern was to establish the inextricable link between nature and man in terms of mystical presences in nature that carry with them living souls favourable in conditioning human action and granting freedom. (Kusi, 2010, p. 18) Moreover, Wordsworth "believes that love, joy, and kindness cannot go without mystic forces in the natural world" (Kangah, n.d., p. 5). Lucy is the spiritual child of nature, begotten of nature, and mystically returns to nature. The slight or momentary dream-like appearance of Lucy could reveal to the narrator that she is like a flower: "The sweetest thing that ever grew." The narrator infers that she is a dweller of nature on an open and "wide moor." Wordsworth humanizes natural objects. Kuo states that "Wordsworth intentionally personifies … natural objects to create a beautiful and peaceful nook in his mind to evade the sorrow in the human world" (Kuo, 2005, p. 215) . Lucy used to have the furtive blithe deer or hares as her only companions in play. They, like Lucy, appear and disappear hurriedly as they are delicate, vulnerable, and furtive. But at lines 12 and 13, the mood of the narrator abruptly changes because she could no more be seen playing and sadly "… the sweet face of Lucy Gray/ Will never more be seen." One could catch sight of her playmates only, the delicate deer and hares playing "upon the green." The tone of the poem subtly changes after her disappearance as the narrator becomes so preoccupied with the unhappy past reminiscences and with the sad story of Lucy's loss through a snowy night. Lucy could no more be seen after she wandered away and perhaps sank into the beautiful mysteries of nature. The sweet little Lucy "gladly" took a lantern to disperse the darkness in her mother's way through "a stormy night," but she wanders away in the snow and never returns. The moon could be seen "yonder" for it was "scarcely afternoon." She was happier than all the roe deer upon the mountain walking up and down the hills, dispersing the snow under her small feet rather spontaneously. The pleasantness of the setting of a mountainous area abundant with roe deer playing furtively here and there was so soon beaten by a snowstorm. The early unexpected snowstorm overwhelms the night and Lucy Gray. Lucy Gray, says the speaker, "wandered up and down" and climbed "many a hill" to reach "the town" but never did. Lucy Gray's parents sorrowfully looks for her "all that night"; they "Went shouting far and wide" for Lucy Gray, "But there was neither sound nor sight" of her. They searched and searched for the small "print of Lucy's feet" in the snow, over the mountainous hills "That overlooked the moor." They searched and wept "all that night" and "At day-break," going "downwards from the steep hill's edge" tracking the "footmarks small" everywhere "through the broken hawthorn hedge,/ And by the long stone-wall;/ And then an open field they crossed" and "Those footmarks, one by one" they tracked until "further there were none." Eventually, the sorrowful parents turned "homeward" because Lucy Gray disappeared into the depth of nature mysteriously as she came furtively through it at the beginning of the poem. Undoubtedly, nature, for Wordsworth, is the source of all pure happiness. In this regard, Kuo says "nature is always endowed with happiness and pleasure in Wordsworth's poems" (Kuo, 2005 , p. 211). Havens maintains that "Wordsworth's personification of external nature merges with, or is expressed in a way that suggests, belief in Mother Earth" (Havens, 1941, p. 74) . Lucy Gray returns to Mother Nature liberating herself from the cruelty of the previous stormy night. Snow visited the following years with no return of Lucy Gray. So many years passed by, but the blithe "sweet Lucy Gray" remains "a living child" for eternity and may be seen "to this day" over the "the lonesome wild," a perpetual dweller of nature: (Broughton 393) During the 1980s and 1990s, Fairuz was recognized as the Lebanese musical ambassador, singing for peace in her homeland torn by a civil war.
A classified reference list of the musical records of Fairuz shows that "the discography of Fairuz includes a large repertoire of more than 1500 songs" ("Fairuz discography," 2013, Web) of which "Fairuz has sold more than 80 million records world wide" ("Fairuz discography," 2013, Web). Her songs are produced in a rural setting and are more often than not about the village life. Fairuz borrowed the flute from Gibran and sang "singing is the secret of existence and the sound of the flute lives, remains even beyond the end of existence"(originally from a poem by Gibran Kahlil Gibran, titled "Give me the Flute"). Fairuz sang for the heavenly Lebanon and its nature where she used to bathe in its fragrance, dry herself with its light and drink dawn as wine from its divine cups"(from Gibran's poem "Give me the Flute").
Fairuz is known as "Neighbor to the Moon" because in an ethereal voice she sang "We and the moon are neighbors, its house is behind our hills and it rises in front of us to hear our tunes"(from Fairuz's song "We and the Moon Are Neighbors" which was originally composed by the Rahbani brothers). With great commitment and in reference to the Lebanese Civil War and the Israeli invasion of Lebanon, she sang for the homeland promising to return back "from fires and streets destroyed by canons" (from a song by Fairuz, titled "The Bird is Back") despite the terror of battles. "The roaring homeland is destroyed, they say [... ] and the world wept, the world wept boats of tears and emotions of silk" (from Fairuz's "The Bird is Back"). Fairuz sang many nostalgic but "wounded poems [that] reached the end of the world" (from Fairuz's "The Bird is Back"). She sang sad nationalistic songs showing deep sentimental and wistful yearning for the happiness felt in a former time. "Take me to those lovely hills/ Take me to the land that reared us/ Forget me among vineyards and fig trees/ Let me lie upon the soil of our village/ Take me; plant me in the land of Lebanon" (from a song by Fairuz, titled "Take Me to Its Hills"). Fairuz sang lonely songs telling tales of solitude lamenting the endless waiting of a solitary woman "at a crossroad making up fake addresses, and sending news to unknown addressee"(from a song by Fairuz, titled "How Many People There Were," originally composed by the Rahbani brothers). Fairuz sang about every sort of thing. Many of her themes we often take for granted, but once they are brought up in a Fairuz song they put on a charming and exquisite romantic aroma. "Oh grandmother whose voice is ancient, distant and full of warmth […]/ I recall the prolonged nights with your winter tales"(a song by Fairuz under the title "Grandmother, Oh My Grandmother"). Her heart yearns deeply for childhood pleasures and wishes her kite which flew away years ago and never came back would return and make her a child again (this is a reference to a song by Fairuz, titled "Fly, O Kite"). She sang for jasmine and all flowers; the baylasan flowers thrown at wedding ceremonies, "they stay alone like the baylasan flowers, alone collecting the leaves of the lifetime; they cover the forest with their shadow like the rain" (from a song by Fairuz, titled "They Alone"). In a very delicate but also reserved style Fairuz sang the best of all Arab poems about love for all times. She sang really soothing lullabies for children and about children, about mothers and for mothers. She sang for seasons, all seasons, spring days and harvest days; all sorts of days around the snow capped Mount Lebanon. "Oh, distant mountain! Behind you there lie our lovers"(from a song by Fairuz, titled "Oh Distant Mountain"). Fairuz sang songs of heart breaking despair, of dreams and visions of a child, a singer, appearing then disappearing in the charming snowcrowned Mount Lebanon. The Harvard expert on Middle Eastern music, points out that Fairuz "made this wonderful mix of folkloric art and songs with European instruments and styles that was very appealing …. The whole thing managed to be international, rural and cosmopolitan at the same time" (as cited in Shaplin, 2009, Web).
Fairuz's "Shadi and I" 4.
Thematically speaking, many of Fairuz's songs tell a romantic story primarily about Lebanon or in Lebanon. "Shadi and I" is a great emblematic song of this category. Like other romantic songs of Fairuz, it seems like a pastoral elegy or a poem of mourning in that it takes much advantage of nature and the rural setting of a mountainous Lebanese village.
At the beginning of this sad song, and under the effect of the divine nature of a mountainous Lebanese village, Shadi appears vividly and credibly to the speaker's mind as her long ago childhood companion in playing and singing. They (Shadi and the speaker) used to sing together as one, ran together over the hills and played till the winds swayed them to and fro in the open where the gorgeous mountains slope to meet the Mediterranean Sea and the bushy valleys. In a very intense and overpowering yearning, Fairuz sings of the past when she was a young girl. Her heart longs for her childhood mate, Shadi, who used to come mysteriously and furtively from the woods to play with her. They used to sing together and play all through snowy days. They used to run and swing through the winds. They used to engrave their little innocent stories on rocks. With a longing heart, Fairuz sang of those dear times. However, Fairuz's beautiful and deep sense of yearning is soon overwhelmed by lament, and the happy reminiscences of Shadi were soon overtaken by grief. Fairuz's romantic song turns into a reflective dirge continuing into the present. From that point on, we hear her sing this dirge for the loss of the well-loved Shadi till the end of the world. Fairuz becomes so engaged with the unhappy past reminiscences and tells the sad story of Shadi's disappearance as children do. Her childlike narrative goes on till the end of the song. She now tells a story of sorrow, fire and all other sorts of the terror of war battles (this is, in fact, a major difference between the two works: the context of war present in Fairuz's song but absent in Wordsworth's poem. It is beyond the scope of this paper to talk about differences as we are basically interested in showing the major affinities and similarities between the two works). "Once upon a day," she says, their world "blazed with fire." The pleasantness of the setting of the mountainous village abundant with nature was so soon beaten by sorrow. The sudden unexpected war and fire overwhelms the setting and Shadi. People got so against each other and were entangled and entrapped in fighting. The fire of fighting mounted and drew near to the mountainous hills of their village. It drew nearer and nearer until the edges of the woods were also caught in the fighting. Shadi ran over the mountainous hills covered with snow to watch, "And never looks behind," to use William Wordsworth's words. Shadi, like Lucy, says the speaker, "wandered up and down" and climbed "many a hill" ("Lucy Gray") to see what was going on, but he never returned. She panicked and cried out "Where are you heading to," but Shadi listened not. She called his name again and again as he went down further and further into the valley and heard her no more. She "went shouting far and wide" but "there was neither sound nor sight" ("Lucy Gray") of Shadi and he never returns. Fairuz sang with emotional sincerity "Never saw I Shadi once more," since girlhood. Shadi wandered away and sank into the beautiful mysteries of nature. The following year, snow visited again, but melted with no return of Shadi. Twenty years, twenty snowy winters passed, yet "the sweet face" ("Lucy Gray") of Shadi "will never more be seen" ("Lucy Gray"). Shadi returns to Mother Nature liberating himself form the cruelty of the storming tensions of life. The speaker grew and grew with distress, yet Shadi remained "a living child" ("Lucy Gray") playing in the snow for eternity. The engagement with nature at the beginning and the communion with nature at the end are so powerful. Shadi disappears into the depth of nature mysteriously as he furtively came through it at the beginning of the song. His communion with nature made him "a living child" ("Lucy Gray") without end, whereas his playmate, the girl, remained in the village and grew up twenty years. Nature was Shadi's resort, his refuge all through. Notwithstanding the girl's lamentation, he drank the elixir of nature and remained a child for ever and a day. As to Wordsworth, "man and Nature," to Fairuz are interconnected. "Yet some maintain that to this day" ("Lucy Gray"), Shadi, like Lucy Gray, is "a living child" that can be seen "Upon the lonesome wild" ("Lucy Gray"). Forever "O'er rough and smooth" ("Lucy Gray") Shadi "trips along," a perpetual dweller of Nature. Shadi, whose name is associated with chanting and singing, "sings a solitary song / That whistles in the wind" up "to this day" ("Lucy Gray").
A Blend of the Romanticism of Fairuz and the Romanticism of Wordsworth 5.
The chosen Wordsworth's lyrical poem "Lucy Gray" and Fairuz's song "Shadi and I" display common characteristics of Romanticism all through. They are brief, yet reflective and insightful. With an astonishingly similar sad tone, they tell analogous sorrowful, elegiac, and nostalgic stories of a mysterious child loss into nature. In the two poems, the narrator begins the poem with describing an aspect of nature, then he observes a change of appearance in the natural landscape that evokes a complete process of memory, thought, and feelings arising from the described scene. In the course of this meditation, the poet comes to understand something after facing a tragic loss and consequently an emotional conflict is resolved. The poems end as they begin, in the outdoor scene but through meditation the poets have come to grasp what is beyond their understanding or end in a state other than the beginning of the poems' moods, overcoming their internal conflict. It is here that the aesthetics of Romanticism, common to both poems, are highlighted where romantic poetry emerges as a liberating force helping the poets to express and come to terms with their grief.
Both narratives are immersed in an elaborate use of the Romantic conventions. In the dream-like stories of "Lucy Gray" and "Shadi and I," the speakers are immersed in deep reminiscences and they tell the stories with a deep sense of yearning for the past where the spiritual roots of the stories extend. In both poems, there is a nostalgic look at the past and there is also a clear focus on subjectivity and on the individual inner feelings of the characters as well as on the narrators predominant feelings of despair and solitude. Moreover, both the song and the poem excessively utilise imagination, making those lyrical pieces truly Romantic.
The ability to go back in imagination to the past gives the poet the ability to see the memories and feel the affections that guide his soul. The poet finds solace in the process of remembrance and meditation that makes him realize that although the splendor of the real scene fades, the memory of the experience remains. The two poems have two fundamental values: childhood, as an optimal state of grace, and nature as an element that incites. Strikingly, as Romantics often do in figuring "children in literature because of ideas about the child's closeness to nature" (Metz, n.d., Web). Fairuz's song and Wordsworth's lyrical poem are occupied and peopled primarily with children as the child is the closest to nature and "has not yet rationalized and assimilated the workings of society" (Metz, n.d., Web) and the complications of the modern world. Through children, Wordsworth and Fairuz show the spontaneity of nature.
Wordsworth and Fairuz display all these conventions with absolute sincerity and spontaneity. At the beginning of both pieces, the closeness to nature is a source of pleasure and nourishment for the body and the soul. All scenes in "Lucy Gray" and "Shadi and I" are portrayed as fresh and remarkable natural images. The blithe lighthearted play and self-abandonment in nature of Lucy Gray and of Shadi appear to be in sharp contrast with the constraints of life elsewhere. In the nature poetry of Romantic writers, natural scenes are romanticized and idealized as sites "where the individual could find freedom from social laws" (Greenblatt, 2006, p. 15) . The return to nature in "Lucy Gray" and "Shadi and I" and the mystic disappearance of both children into Nature towards the end take place, perhaps, indicating that nature is the ultimate refuge one could always resort to away from the cruelty of the tensions and constraints of the modern world.
Conclusion
6.
As seen through the parallel presentation of the storyline of these typically romantic pieces, there are radical striking similarities between the language and circumstances in the stories of the child protagonist of Fairuz's "Shadi and I" and the child protagonist of Wordsworth's "Lucy Gray," which makes the blend of Fairuz and Wordsworth quite effortless.
The specifics of the two romantic stories meet persistently and repeatedly from the very outset of the two stories to the very end. The tone is stunningly the same in both pieces: a bright and cheerful scene is overwhelmed by an escalating sense of sadness and despair. Solitude dominates both the setting and the mood of both pieces. "Wordsworth's imagination is typically released, for instance, by the sudden apparition of a single figure, stark and solitary against a natural background" (Greenblatt, 2006, p. 16 ). At the beginning, both Shadi and Lucy Gray appear as solitary and dreamlike figures against some romanticized natural scenes. They disappear mystically into nature, but reappear towards the end more solitary and more surreal than before, singing songs of solitude for eternity. The sameness of the resolution of the conflict in both stories through the disappearance of the two spontaneous rural children into nature or rather through the blend of man and Nature makes the blend of Fairuz and Wordsworth truly charming and graceful. "Lucy Gray" or "Solitude" 51. They tracked them on, nor ever lost; 52. And to the bridge they came. 
